HC-CBLB PRAYER - MOVE YOUR MOUNTAIN

(Get into the presence of God)  Father today we want to come by faith – The word says You died for us, You opened the veil; You tore it open to give us the entry to the realm and will of Your presence. So Father, today we want to come by faith Lord into this realm of Your presence. We step through that veil and into the world of the realm of Your presence Father. Lord we just want to bring the happening and moving of this local ___________________ (house, building) from their ___________________ (home, building) to this local ___________________ (home, building). Today we just want to ask Your forgiveness for not understanding the principal of moving the mountain of the ___________________ (home, House of the Lord/ministry, business), to occupy the places that we move in.

Prayer
Father, today by faith in the name of Jesus, we assume responsibility for the governmental seat of the mountain of God, of the blueprint that you have given us for ___________________ (name your mountain if known). Father, this mountain has been established within our own (home, business, ministry). Father, as we have moved here to this place and according to Your word, it says if we say to the mountain be thou moved and come here and do not doubt in our heart, it shall be done for us. Today, Father by faith, we shift this mountain of government of the blueprint of this ___________________ (home, ministry, business). We move it to this current place of residency and operation with all the angelic activity, with a gate of entry, and with all the governmental roles we operated with, we shift it all into this new place. We shift the gate of the entry to the presence of God that is associated with my life. We shift it and move it into this place; we move it into this mountain to be established, founded here. The functionality of the government of this mountain would now extend into this area, this territory, from this base, in the name of Jesus. Father, we ask You to establish a ladder reaching from this mountain far into heaven. Open up a gate in the world of heaven that we would be able to ascend and descend upon the top of this mountain so this would become a place known as the house of God, the gateway of God, the doorway to heaven in Jesus Name. Amen
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